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this is a list of all title fairies from the rainbow magic series including both released and unreleased titles
there are currently 295 fairies published and 5 upcoming fairies the fairy king and queen have just put
together a new team of seven fairies for a very special mission they are the earth fairies but they can t
do it alone luckily rachel and kirsty are ready to help find the missing magic wand in each book and help
save the environment rainbow magic is a children s book series available all over the world the two
main characters rachel and kirsty have to help the fairies get their magic objects back from ice lord jack
frost this wiki compiles information on all 200 fairies the other characters stories and blogs rainbow
magic series by daisy meadows 214 primary works 219 total works parent series of all the rainbow
magic fairy book sets and special edition single volume books also see the individual series for specific
information and book order in each set only the single volumes are listed here there are seven rainbow
fairies and they are ruby the red fairy amber the orange fairy saffron the yellow fairy fern the green
fairy sky the blue fairy izzy the indigo fairy and heather the violet fairy rainbow fairies fairyland is home
to seven colorful sisters together they are the rainbow fairies they keep fairyland dazzling and bright but
when evil jack frost sends them far away the sisters are in big trouble if they don t return soon fairyland
is doomed to be gray forever includes ruby the red fairy amber the orange fairy saffron the yellow fairy
fern the green fairy sky the blue fairy inky the indigo fairy and heather the violet fairy also includes a
bonus fairy bracelet book recommendations author interviews editors picks and more rainbow fairies
series by daisy meadows 7 primary works 13 total works rainbow magic the original series 7 books of
different color fairies book 1 ruby the red fairy by daisy meadows 3 90 6 768 ratings 573 reviews
published 2003 38 editions the seven rainbow fairies are missing rachel and want to read rate it book 2
this rainbow magic value pack features four 7 book fairy collections including the original rainbow fairies
the seven colorful sisters who started the rainbow magic sensation and their friends the jewel petal and
sports fairies twenty eight magical adventures in all with a flutter of wings get ready for adventures with
magical fairy friends this colorful collection features the best selling first four books in the redesigned
rainbow magic series one day best friends kirsty and rachel discover a magical surprise when they find
a fairy at the end of a rainbow the rainbow magic book series is a widely popular series of children s
fiction and fairy tales it is written by a group of four writers sue bentley narinder dhami linda chapman
and sue mongregien under the common pseudonym of daisy meadows the series follows the lives of
kirsty tate rachel walker gracie adebayo and khadijah khan and their magical adventures with their fairy
friends rainbow magic books by daisy meadows were the most borrowed children s books at libraries in
the united kingdom and the second most borrowed books overall at those libraries in 2010 and 2011
dress your very own magical fairy now that you ve designed your fairy s outfit it s time to show her off
send it to your friends and inspire them to dress their own fairy her rainbow magic series is a new york
times bestseller written by daisy meadows rainbow magic the rainbow fairies is a collection of 7 books
starting with ruby the red fairy and ending with heather the violet fairy contents 1 the rainbow fairies 2
the weather fairies 3 the party fairies 4 the jewel fairies 5 the pet keeper fairies 6 the fun day fairies 7
the petal fairies 8 the dance fairies 9 the sporty fairies 10 the music fairies 11 the magical animal fairies
12 the green fairies 13 the ocean fairies 14 the twilight fairies rainbow magic anime wiki in characters
fairy groups special fairies and 53 more list of fairies contents 1special edition fairies 2rainbow fairies
3weather fairies 4jewel fairies 5pet fairies uk pet keeper fairies 6fun day fairies 7petal fairies 8dance
fairies 9music fairies 10sport fairies uk sporty fairies 11party fairies ruby the red fairy rainbow magic the
rainbow fairies no 1 paperback may 1 2005 by daisy meadows author georgie ripper illustrator 4 5 787
ratings see all formats and editions the seven rainbow fairies are missing rachel and kirsty search for
one in each rainbow magic book rainbow fairies community recent blog posts in fairy groups rainbow
fairies weather fairies and 50 more rainbow magic anime wiki is a fandom tv community looking for
information on the anime balala xiao mo xian qiji wubu balala the fairies miracle dance find out more
with myanimelist the world s most active online anime and manga community and database the
rainbow flower the source of the magic power is soon to wither and this will destroy the world of fairy
castle only finding the legendary rainbow heart stone and letting it recollect all the essential energy can
save the world
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list of fairies rainbow magic wiki fandom May 27 2024 this is a list of all title fairies from the rainbow
magic series including both released and unreleased titles there are currently 295 fairies published and
5 upcoming fairies
rainbow magic scholastic Apr 26 2024 the fairy king and queen have just put together a new team of
seven fairies for a very special mission they are the earth fairies but they can t do it alone luckily rachel
and kirsty are ready to help find the missing magic wand in each book and help save the environment
rainbow magic wiki fandom Mar 25 2024 rainbow magic is a children s book series available all over the
world the two main characters rachel and kirsty have to help the fairies get their magic objects back
from ice lord jack frost this wiki compiles information on all 200 fairies the other characters stories and
blogs
rainbow magic series by daisy meadows goodreads Feb 24 2024 rainbow magic series by daisy
meadows 214 primary works 219 total works parent series of all the rainbow magic fairy book sets and
special edition single volume books also see the individual series for specific information and book order
in each set only the single volumes are listed here
rainbow fairies rainbow magic wiki fandom Jan 23 2024 there are seven rainbow fairies and they are
ruby the red fairy amber the orange fairy saffron the yellow fairy fern the green fairy sky the blue fairy
izzy the indigo fairy and heather the violet fairy
rainbow magic scholastic Dec 22 2023 rainbow fairies fairyland is home to seven colorful sisters
together they are the rainbow fairies they keep fairyland dazzling and bright but when evil jack frost
sends them far away the sisters are in big trouble if they don t return soon fairyland is doomed to be
gray forever
the rainbow magic fairies original complete set 1 7 ruby Nov 21 2023 includes ruby the red fairy
amber the orange fairy saffron the yellow fairy fern the green fairy sky the blue fairy inky the indigo
fairy and heather the violet fairy also includes a bonus fairy bracelet book recommendations author
interviews editors picks and more
rainbow fairies series by daisy meadows goodreads Oct 20 2023 rainbow fairies series by daisy
meadows 7 primary works 13 total works rainbow magic the original series 7 books of different color
fairies book 1 ruby the red fairy by daisy meadows 3 90 6 768 ratings 573 reviews published 2003 38
editions the seven rainbow fairies are missing rachel and want to read rate it book 2
the rainbow magic fairies 28 book set the complete original Sep 19 2023 this rainbow magic value pack
features four 7 book fairy collections including the original rainbow fairies the seven colorful sisters who
started the rainbow magic sensation and their friends the jewel petal and sports fairies twenty eight
magical adventures in all
rainbow magic rainbow fairies books 1 4 ruby the red fairy Aug 18 2023 with a flutter of wings
get ready for adventures with magical fairy friends this colorful collection features the best selling first
four books in the redesigned rainbow magic series one day best friends kirsty and rachel discover a
magical surprise when they find a fairy at the end of a rainbow
rainbow magic book series in order Jul 17 2023 the rainbow magic book series is a widely popular series
of children s fiction and fairy tales it is written by a group of four writers sue bentley narinder dhami
linda chapman and sue mongregien under the common pseudonym of daisy meadows
rainbow magic wikipedia Jun 16 2023 the series follows the lives of kirsty tate rachel walker gracie
adebayo and khadijah khan and their magical adventures with their fairy friends rainbow magic books
by daisy meadows were the most borrowed children s books at libraries in the united kingdom and the
second most borrowed books overall at those libraries in 2010 and 2011
rainbow magic game scholastic May 15 2023 dress your very own magical fairy now that you ve
designed your fairy s outfit it s time to show her off send it to your friends and inspire them to dress
their own fairy
rainbow magic the rainbow fairies book series in order 1 7 Apr 14 2023 her rainbow magic series
is a new york times bestseller written by daisy meadows rainbow magic the rainbow fairies is a
collection of 7 books starting with ruby the red fairy and ending with heather the violet fairy
fairies rainbow magic wiki fandom Mar 13 2023 contents 1 the rainbow fairies 2 the weather fairies
3 the party fairies 4 the jewel fairies 5 the pet keeper fairies 6 the fun day fairies 7 the petal fairies 8 the
dance fairies 9 the sporty fairies 10 the music fairies 11 the magical animal fairies 12 the green fairies
13 the ocean fairies 14 the twilight fairies
list of fairies rainbow magic anime wiki fandom Feb 12 2023 rainbow magic anime wiki in
characters fairy groups special fairies and 53 more list of fairies contents 1special edition fairies
2rainbow fairies 3weather fairies 4jewel fairies 5pet fairies uk pet keeper fairies 6fun day fairies 7petal
fairies 8dance fairies 9music fairies 10sport fairies uk sporty fairies 11party fairies
ruby the red fairy rainbow magic the rainbow fairies no 1 Jan 11 2023 ruby the red fairy rainbow
magic the rainbow fairies no 1 paperback may 1 2005 by daisy meadows author georgie ripper
illustrator 4 5 787 ratings see all formats and editions the seven rainbow fairies are missing rachel and
kirsty search for one in each rainbow magic book
category fairies rainbow magic anime wiki fandom Dec 10 2022 rainbow fairies community recent
blog posts in fairy groups rainbow fairies weather fairies and 50 more rainbow magic anime wiki is a
fandom tv community
balala xiao mo xian qiji wubu myanimelist net Nov 09 2022 looking for information on the anime
balala xiao mo xian qiji wubu balala the fairies miracle dance find out more with myanimelist the world s
most active online anime and manga community and database
balala xiao mo xian caihong xin shi myanimelist net Oct 08 2022 the rainbow flower the source of
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the magic power is soon to wither and this will destroy the world of fairy castle only finding the
legendary rainbow heart stone and letting it recollect all the essential energy can save the world
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